
A PEOPLE PLEASER'S GUIDE TO
SAYING NO WITHOUT
UPSETTING OTHERS

The next time you feel like you have to say yes when you really
want to say no follow this PATH

Practice saying No. The first step is being willing to practice. You're currently a PRO at saying yes even
when you don't want to. This has come from years of people pleasing since childhood. Learning to keep
the peace for others was much easier than having your own needs met so you would just say yes to when
they asked things of you. You played small in your own life. The good news is that you can un learn this
behaviour.The key is to reprogram your Neural pathways that have been so used to saying yes. 
Action: When someone asks something of you take 3 deep breaths. Buy yourself some time. If it helps.
instead of a direct "NO" for now respond with, "I'll get back to you". "Let me check my diary".
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Awareness. Becoming aware of how you are feeling when someone asks something of you is key.  Would
saying yes cause conflict in your body or does  it make you feel good? When you've been a people pleaser
for years sometimes we get confused with what we really want. So ask yourself this, "If I say yes to this
request how does it make me feel" If the feeling is resentful or frustrated its likely you're putting the other
person before you.  When you first start saying No you may feel some fear or anxiety. That's completely
normal and means you're on the right track! 
Action: Instead of saying no, try this on for size, "I love you AND.... I have other plans / that doesn't work
for me right now"

Treat others how you would like to be treated. Now is the time to release the guilt. Would you want
someone else doing something for you when they really don't want to? The thing is we have spent our
lives thinking that the way we act will influence how other people feel and what they think of us. The
truth is we really aren't that powerful! How many times have you tried to keep someone happy by doing
what  they ask of you only for them to still find another reason to be upset. That's because only they can
control how they feel. Only they decide what makes them happy or angry. I used to think if I got the
grades at school, was a "good girl" it would mean my parents would stop arguing. But it didn't, only they
could decide that.

You'e supposed to be the leading lady of your own life - The Holiday

Help. It often feels very lonely being a people pleaser. The problem is we think everyone else has the
perfect life and we try to create that for ourselves by doing things we don't want to do. But please know
this, everyone struggles with something. I promise you. OUR thing is putting ourselves second because we
think if we can just make sure everyone around us is happy then we will be happy. But in the process we
are exhausted, we lose ourselves, we don't live our own lives. As the saying goes a problem shared is a
problem halved. Speak to friends you can trust about how you are feeling or better still hire a coach
trained in helping women show up for themselves to consciously create a life they love. 
Reading recommendation: Women who loves too much by Robin Norwood. Untamed by Glennon Doyle


